Coatings are routinely applied to protect metallic surfaces, and polymer coatings have been conventionally used where the thickness is not a dramatic issue.
conventionally used where the thickness is not a dramatic issue. [1] For the next generation of nano-electronics, nanoscale coatings are needed to accommodate the compact design. Twodimensional (2D) materials that can be fabricated into atomically thin film as a coating over the substrate can be a great choice. Graphene has recently been considered for this purpose, since it is robust and flexible, and the hexagonal honeycomb structure can effectively block any species, including helium. [2] Mixed results, however, have been reported. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Good shortterm anti-corrosion performance was observed, [3] [4] [5] but over time, accelerated Cu oxidation and corrosion in air were found in the presence of graphene compared to the bare Cu substrate. [8, 9] This acceleration is likely due to the high conductivity that assists electron transfer in the two-component galvanic cell between Cu and graphene, facilitating oxygen reduction and Cu oxidation around the defects in the long run.
Hexagonal boron nitride could, therefore, be considered for protection due to its insulating nature, [10] [11] [12] [13] impermeability to small molecules (pore diameter 1.2 Å in the hexagon [14] ), robustness [15] , and transparency. [16] Moreover, it has excellent chemical stability in most aquatic environments. [17, 18] Hexagonal boron nitride film (BNNF) (7−8 nm thick, ~20 layers)
has been reported to slow down the corrosion of an underlying Cu substrate in a very dilute NaCl solution (0.1 M) for a few minutes. [19] BNNF (5 nm, i.e. ~15 layers, grown on Ni and then transferred to Cu) also improved the oxidation resistance of Cu substrate at 500 °C for 30 minutes. [20] As was learned from the case of graphene, which shows mixed results under various conditions, careful studies on protection by BNNF in different environments are necessary. In addition, BNNF coatings 1-2 atomic layers thick can be essential for some applications with stringent dimensional requirements, and therefore, it is necessary to study their efficacy against corrosion.
This work reports studies on the reactivity of BNNF-coated Cu in water, oxygen, air, and NaCl solutions. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were employed to study the reaction mechanism and to evaluate the practicality of using BNNF as an ultrathin passivation layer. We found that water, not oxygen, is primarily responsible for the oxidation of Cu in air. BNNF edges actually accelerate the reaction between Cu and water by facilitating the dissociation of H2O into 2H* and O*, the interaction of which with B leads to the accumulation of O atoms between BNNF and Cu, thus hastening the oxidation of Cu.
Outstanding stability of Cu in salt water was observed when it was covered by a high quality BNNF coating 1−2 atomic layers thick, while thick but discontinuous BNNF with cracks and grain boundaries actually accelerated the corrosion of Cu. These findings indicate that BNNF can be a good choice for atomically thin protection, and future improvement is possible by minimizing the defects or selectively patching up the defects.
The stability of Cu substrates coated by BNNF was first studied in air, oxygen, and water. In this case, BNNF grown on solid Cu consists of multi-layered BN islands on top of mono-or bi-layer BNNF with grain sizes of a few hundred nanometers ( Figure S1a , c, e in the Supporting Information). Monolayer BNNF on top of Cu is hard to distinguish under an optical microscope due to its poor white light absorbance (< 1.5%). [21, 22] Keeping the samples under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions did not change the optical contrast (Figure 1a) . If kept in air, however, after 3 days, red stripes and spots appeared on the Cu substrate ( Figure   1b ), which are associated with oxidized Cu. [8, 9] To understand the oxidation of Cu in the presence of BNNF, the samples were then kept in oxygen (99.99% purity) and deionized water (with the oxygen in the water reduced by blowing nitrogen through it for a few hours), since these are the two active constituents of air that could react with Cu. Optical images were collected after 3 days. Under oxygen atmosphere, the change in contrast was negligible, and it appeared similar to that for an identical sample kept under UHV. Under water, dark red stripes were observed (Figure 1c ), which are indicative of accelerated oxidation of Cu. BNNF grown on melted Cu has a much larger grain size of several microns, without any visible BN islands ( Figure S1b , d, f). Similar to BNNF on solid Cu, when tested in air and water, more oxidation was observed in water ( Figure S2 ). These results prove that, in the presence of BNNF, Cu tends to react more with water and not so much with oxygen. Comparing BNNF on melted Cu with BNNF on solid Cu, the former shows much-enhanced oxidation resistance, and the reasons are laid out in detail in later sections.
To elucidate the formation mechanism for these red stripes, Cu substrate partially covered by BNNF ( Figure S3a ) was prepared and tested under similar conditions. After 3 days under oxygen and UHV conditions, no optical contrast change was apparent (Figure 1d ). In contrast, the Cu below the BNNF appeared redder than the bare Cu when the sample was kept in water boundaries (see also Figure S3b ). [23, 24] Thus, the red stripes observed for the fully covered Cu Cu 2p1/2, attributed to a thin layer of Cu2O. [25] From the peak deconvolution, small amounts of CuO/Cu(OH)2 were also identified in the BNNF coated sample. The Cu 2+ compounds may form directly underneath the defects in the BNNF, where more intense Raman peaks were observed ( Figure 1f ). A negligible Cu 2+ peak was detected on the bare Cu sample under XPS analysis. These results corroborate the proposal that defective BNNF accelerates Cu oxidation.
To understand why the oxidation of Cu directly underneath BNNF is accelerated in water, we have performed DFT calculations on adsorption and dissociation of water molecules on defect-free monolayer BN/Cu(111) and on OH-terminated zigzag-edge BN to model reactions at the perimeter interface between a BNNF island and the Cu surface. Cu(111) was used for the simulation, since higher density and faster growth of BNNF have been observed on Cu(111) than on all other planes. [26] [27] [28] The details of the DFT calculations are provided in the Supporting Information.
Water dissociation on the metal surface can be considered as a stepwise process [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] :
where the asterisk (*) denotes surface, and M * denotes adsorbed species M (M = H2O, OH, O, H). DFT calculations demonstrate that H2O* (Eq. 1) is preferentially adsorbed on top of Cu atoms on the Cu(111) surface and is oriented almost parallel to the surface, in good agreement with previous DFT results. [31, 32] The calculated adsorption energy of H2O on Cu(111),
, and E(H2O) represents the energy of the water/surface system, the energy of the Cu(111) surface, and the energy of a free water molecule, respectively. All energies are calculated relatively with respect to the sum of energies of a free H2O [41] In the case of the BN/Cu(111) system, the B atoms are located on top of fcc hollow sites on Cu(111), and oxygen will interact simultaneously with Cu and the B atoms of the BN layer. Such an effect can lead to an excess of highly reactive atomic oxygen on the Cu(111) surface underneath the BNNF and therefore promotes oxidation of the Cu surface along with the mechanisms described for the pure Cu surface. [42] There still exists a question as to how water can intercalate between BNNF and Cu(111).
Intercalation of atoms or small molecules in between h-BN or graphene layers and metal supports has recently attracted intense interest [43] [44] [45] because it opens up new ways to tune chemical reactions [46] and to regulate the coupling between the two-dimensional layers and the supports [47] . Such intercalation usually starts from the edges or defect sites of the cover layer. We therefore investigated how the edge of BNNF affects H2O intercalation, choosing an OH-terminated zigzag edge of BNNF on a Cu(111) surface as the model. Our choice was stipulated by recent findings showing that OH-B terminated BNNF is the most stable among the possible H, O, and OH terminations. [48] DFT calculations demonstrate that when H2O is adsorbed on Cu atoms near the OHterminated zigzag edge of BNNF, the H2O molecular plane is nearly parallel to the surface (Figure 2b) , and the adsorption energy is similar to the case of the pure Cu(111) surface.
Upon the first H abstraction from water, H * is adsorbed on the Cu(111) surface close to the BNNF edge (Figure 2c ), while OH * bridges a surface Cu atom and an OH-terminated B atom at the edge (Figure 2d ). The edge is consequently strongly distorted due to the interaction with the additional OH * group. Such a configuration is more stable when compared to OH Mixed results have been reported as to the efficacy of graphene as an ultrathin anti-corrosion layer. [3, 4, 8, 9, 49] It has been reported that the high electrical conductivity of graphene accelerates the Cu oxidation around the defects in the long run [8, 9] , while it was recently suggested that the strong bonding between graphene and substrates such as Ni and Co prevents the migration of active reactants and consequently prevents oxidation of the metal substrates, even with defects in the graphene. [49] We have demonstrated above that oxidation of Cu underneath the BNNF is accelerated, especially along the BNNF edges, i.e., grain boundaries and defects.
Better protection of Cu by BNNF, therefore, could be achieved through developing highquality BNNF with large domains and limited defects. The insulating nature of BNNF is expected to protect the metal substrate more effectively than graphene. Indeed, the degree of Cu oxidation in the presence of BNNF is much less severe when compared with that in the presence of graphene, judging by the optical color contrast [8, 9] ( Figure S5 ). Acknowledging the importance of the ultrathin coating, we thus investigated the performance of ultrathin BNNF coatings with a view to anti-corrosion applications and compared the results with those for bare Cu substrate in 0.5 M NaCl solution.
We have demonstrated that large single crystalline BNNF, mostly 1-2 atomic layers thick, can be grown on melted Cu, in contrast to small polycrystalline and multiple-layered BNNF grown on solid Cu ( Figure S1 ). [50] [51] For the corrosion testing, EIS analysis was first carried out on bare and BNNF coated solid and melted Cu to determine the impedance. The impedance values are represented by the Nyquist and Bode plots (Figures 3a, b) . The electrical equivalent circuit (EEC) presented in Figure S6 is found to provide an appropriate fit for the experimental data. The EIS tests demonstrate a considerable increase in impedance as the result of the BNNF coating. Bare melted Cu shows relatively higher resistance to corrosion than the bare solid Cu, which can be attributed to the larger grain size and smoother surface, resulting in the exposure of fewer reactive Cu atoms in comparison to solid Cu. [52] For the BNNF-coated melted Cu substrate, the impedance value at low frequency (also known as DC limit impedance) is about one order of magnitude higher than that of the bare melted Cu substrate (Figure 3b) . The impedance at lower frequencies (e.g. < 0.1 Hz) corresponds to the charge transfer in the defective domains of the surface layer (either through the native oxide film or the BNNF coating). This result is comparable to that for graphene coated Cu [3, 4] , which means that hexagonal networks in BNNF can effectively block the ion diffusion. The higher impedance in the BNNF-coated melted Cu substrate in comparison to the solid Cu substrate is attributed to the high quality of the BNNF.
After a 1 hour immersion in 0.5 M NaCl solution, the impedance of the bare (both solid and melted) Cu increased substantially compared with the BNNF coated Cu ( Figure S7 ). This indicates the formation of thicker oxides on the bare Cu, corroborating the existence of the protective BNNF coating over the Cu substrate. Moreover, the BNNF-coated melted Cu experienced the least increase in impedance, indicating the best corrosion resistance, which is associated with high quality and stability of the BNNF. The charge transfer impedance at lower frequencies, i.e. 0.01 Hz, ( Figure S7 ) of BNNF-coated melted Cu decreased after a 1 hour immersion in NaCl solution (compared to the result for a 5 min immersion). This is likely due to adsorption of ions at the surface, facilitating the charge transfer process.
Comparing Figure 3b and Figure S7b , the BNNF-coated melted Cu did not show a reduction in the surface film impedance in the mid frequency domain (i.e. 0.1 Hz < f < 1 Hz), which indicates chemical stability of the surface in the saline medium.
After the EIS tests (1 h in 0.5 M NaCl solution), there was a dramatic change in the optical appearance (Figure 3c -h). Corrosion (reddish under optical microscope [8, 9] ) occurs all over the surface of the bare solid ( Figure 3e ) and melted Cu (Figure 3f ), as well as the BNNF coated solid Cu (Figure 3g ), in contrast to only a few small spots on the BNNF coated melted Cu (Figure 3h ). Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images reveal a similar phenomenon ( Figure S8 ). Numerous pits are found on the bare Cu ( Figure S8b ), indicating the penetration of Cl¯ ions into the substrates. [53, 54] Cu (I and II) oxide [4] deposits were found mostly along the rolling lines (formed during manufacturing) on the bare ( Figure S8b ) and BNNF-coated solid Cu substrates ( Figure S8f ). The morphology of the BNNF on the melted Cu appears mostly unaltered after the EIS tests ( Figure S8g, h ). Pits that are indicative of corrosion are detected only in a few isolated regions ( Figure S8h ).
Raman and XPS analysis were carried out to analyze the corrosion products after the EIS tests. Raman analysis confirms the excellent protection of Cu by high-quality BNNF grown on melted Cu (Figure 4a) . [8] The intense peaks at 531 and 614 cm -1 , along with the shoulder peaks at 338 and 414 cm -1 , suggest that the bare Cu surface underwent Cu(OH)2 or CuO formation. [8, 23] For the BNNF coated samples, weak oxidation peaks were detected on the solid Cu, while they are nearly invisible for the melted Cu. In the XPS analysis (Figure 4b ), the Cl 2p peak for the BNNF-coated melted Cu is the weakest among all the samples, indicating high efficacy in protecting the surface and preventing the diffusion of Cl ions. All these results demonstrated that thickness is less important when it comes to protection, since high-quality BNNF 1-2 atomic layers thick is more effective than thick but defective BNNF (2-10 layers).
In summary, BNNF, being chemically inert and thermally stable, is a great candidate for atomically-thin protective coatings. Experimentally, the quality of the BNNF rather than its thickness has proven to be the critical factor for protection. When covered by discontinuous BNNF, the Cu underneath the BNNF shows an accelerated reaction towards water, and more Further improvement can be achieved, with one immediate solution being patching up the defects using inert atomic layer coatings, as in the case of graphene. [55] For a long-term solution, it could be necessary to grow BNNF with even larger grain size and minimized defects. Achievements in this regard will also have benefits for the exploration of graphenebased electronics, where BNNF has been found to be the best substrate.
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